Reviews
"Quite honestly, I was very impressed with your professionalism. Being in the event industry myself, I
have watched many catering companies work various events. Most of the time they are frantic, chaotic,
and everything is stressful. It was refreshing to see a professional crew who all worked an assigned job,
remained calm, and made it look easy. Your vibe rubbed off on the guests and created an enjoyable
experience for everyone involved. Impressive!" -CZ
"What a grand banquet and wonderful service we received from you. Everyone raved about the
delicious food and warm service--with smiles." -Mary E.
"Thank you for making this work trip enjoyable! You are all generous hosts, the food was amazing and
the rooms great. It really felt like home. See you all again soon." -Nick
"Thank you so much for your support of the John H. Goodrow Fund 2017 Winter Fundraiser. Last year
we helped over 1600 people. Your contributions have made a difference in the lives of those living in
Isabella County needing emergency aid." -Sharon B.
“We cannot say enough about Cruisin’ Chef Catering! Easy to work with and flexible in allowing us to
create a menu that embodied our vision for our wedding. Food was absolutely amazing and the service
exceeded expectations! Very friendly and willing to accommodate requests! Highly recommend and
would definitely use again for future events!” -Natalie B.
“Excellent food and so helpful. They listened to what we wanted and our budget concerns also. They
made both work. We would not hesitate to use their services again. They helped to make our day
perfect!” -Jean N.
“The Cruisin’ Chef is delicious, clean, employees are awesome, and the credibility of the owner working
in our community for many, many years is irreplaceable. People run to it knowing Pete is cooking the
food!” -Nathan W.
“We held a catered baby shower there and the help with deciding on menu, the presentation and
quality of the food was wonderful.” -Ann L.
“Food is always amazing. The preparation, presentation and professionalism in their service are
definitely top-notch.” -Stacy T.
“Quality of food and their service is number one!” -Carmelina C.

